
AdalFi lands $7.5m funding round as it helps
banks to ramp consumer and business loans
across Pakistan

AdalFi is Pakistan’s first ever end-to-end digital lending
infrastructure provider. Their technology has been deployed in
7 of the top 10 banks already.

NEWS RELEASE BY ADALFI

Less than 4% of Pakistani consumers and businesses take bank loans. Helping banks offer

their customers real-time loan products, Pakistan’s first end-to-end digital lending

infrastructure provider AdalFi is today announcing a $7.5 million funding round. The

funding round was led by COTU Ventures, Chimera Ventures, Fatima Gobi Ventures and

Zayn Capital alongside angel investors including execs from Plaid.

With AI-powered credit scoring and underwriting models, AdalFi has built the critical

infrastructure to power smart, instant loans for consumers and SMEs in Pakistan. These

include unsecured loan products such as term loans, credit cards and revolving finance

facilities for consumers and SMEs respectively. The AdalFi tech stack also includes pre-

built, bespoke customer journeys and integrations with major banking platforms. AdalFi

has quickly signed up 14 banks (including 7 out of the top 10), on its mission to promote

financial inclusion as it unlocks access to credit to millions of people and small

businesses.
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AdalFi co-founder and CEO: Salman Akhtar

AdalFi’s proprietary technology scores the financial transactional data already

possessed by banks, enables personalized digital marketing to qualified prospects and,

finally, provides the customer journeys which are embedded within the bank’s digital

presence to enable real-time disbursement of loans.

AdalFi operates on an asset-light, revenue sharing model with banks which captures any

downside risk exposure to banks such that any loan losses are accounted for, pro-rata, in

fees due to AdalFi. These deep partnerships ensure banks and AdalFi are completely

aligned in that AdalFi only makes money from loans that are actually paid back.

Salman Akhtar, CEO and co-Founder of AdalFi commented: “Pakistan has 50 million bank

accounts yet only 2 million of these individuals and businesses have any credit

relationship with their bank. The high cost of loan origination driven by physical

verification of identity, assets and financial health (in the absence of credit scoring) has

restricted credit access to a thin, top tier of customers. AdalFi’s digital lending platform

allows partner banks to instantly credit score the other 95% of their existing customers

who have never been lent to and cross-sell loans to them.”

AdalFi team is on a mission to drive positive change in the bank lending

processes and customer experience

AdalFi team is on a mission to drive positive change in the bank lending processes and

customer experience



Salman Akhtar added: “In essence, we have built better underwriting models for banks.

Not only have we lowered the cost of credit scoring and underwriting and therefore the

cost of credit but we changed their outlook and got them to change their approach.

Banks have been drawn to AdalFi because we offer rigorous credit scoring to ensure

portfolio quality with zero cost customer conversion (from depositors to borrowers).

Moreover, we enable a breakthrough in customer experience with instant, smart loans

which completely transform customer value delivery.”

“AdalFi is riding a double wave of digitisation. Firstly, a behavior change is underway as

customers go digital, banking app transaction volumes in Pakistan already exceed in-

branch numbers. Secondly, the technology shift, pioneered by us, with credit scoring and

digital journeys enabling instant loans. The AdalFi tech stack enables frictionless loans

for qualified customers who are already living in a digital, mobile first world.”

Since its launch in July 2021, AdalFi has grown the Gross Loan Volume (GLV) enabled by

its Digital Lending Platform at 30% month on month for the last 19 months. Over 70,000

loans have disbursed to date with a default rate well under 0.1%. Through December

2022, AdalFi enabled a cumulative Rs. 1 Billion in GLV. In January 2023 alone AdalFi

generated Rs. 390 Million in lending and is on track to exceed Rs. 1 Billion within Q1 2023.

“  Salman excited us from our first interaction. Him and his team’s level of experience and

track record building software for financial institutions is a rarity in this space. When you

combine that with the innovative solution that AdalFi offers, specifically with its AI-

powered scoring model that is scalable and frictionless, you have all the ingredients to

massively transform the credit industry. The fact that they have already secured

partnerships with the leading banks in the country, and have already facilitated new

unsecured lending channels for their clients in such a short space of time, gives us

confidence that they have an incredibly exciting future ahead of them.” said Amir Farha,

Managing Partner at COTU Ventures.

AdalFi's vision for the future is to continue to drive innovation in the lending space,

providing consumers and SMEs with the best possible experience by powering the

lending infrastructure across a wide range of products and channels. The company aims

to be the premier digital lending solutions provider in the APAC region and beyond.

Salman Akhtar concluded: "Our rapid growth is a testament to the need for such solutions

in the lending space, and we look forward to continuing to drive positive change in the

industry."

 

About AdalFi



AdalFi is a venture-backed fintech startup and Pakistan’s first digital lending infrastructure

provider. For more information please visithttps://adalfi.com/ or follow on social media

via LinkedIn.

 

About COTU Ventures

COTU stands for Champions Of The Underdog. We are on a mission to change the

culture of venture investing in the Middle East by investing early (with the first check) and

with conviction (in people), while bringing diversity, speed and founder empowerment

into the investment process. We partner with founders and show them how to believe in

themselves when they are at the loneliest, earliest, and most challenging parts of their

journeys.

 

About Fatima Gobi Ventures

By bringing together one of the largest conglomerates in Pakistan, Fatima Group and one

of the most active multi-national venture capital firms in Asia, Gobi Partners, Fatima Gobi

Ventures is fusing local expertise with regional VC know-how. We invest intelligently,

using data collated from the flourishing entrepreneurial ecosystems of Northeast and

Southeast Asia to identify companies locally that have the edge and drive to go beyond

Pakistan’s borders. Simultaneously, we accelerate the growth of founders by

benchmarking their businesses and linking them to the developed markets in Asia. For

more information, please visit https://fatimagobi.vc/

 

About Zayn Capital

Zayn Capital is a leading venture capital firm providing capital to start-ups in Pakistan. It

is founded by seasoned Venture Capitalist Faisal Aftab. Zayn Capital has made 20

investments in leading companies such as Nayapay, PostEx, Abhi, Savyour, SnappRetail,

Zaraye, Laam, Bagallery, Krave Mart and Bookme.pk among others. Their team is made

up of seasoned executives, investors, founders, and operators who partner and support

startups in Pakistan. For more information, please visit https://www.zayn.capital/
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